SECURE NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS (SNC) FOR SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIOS (SDR)

Introduction

The Object Management Group® (OMG®) Secure Network Communications (SNC) for Software Defined Radios (SDR) RFI updates the OMG Software Based Communications (SBC) standard, which is also known as the Software Communications Architecture (SCA) within the DoD. The SBC was approved in 2008 and is utilized throughout the DoD and the world. The update to the SBC standard will allow for new technologies; apply current networking applications; provide for auto-code generation; and utilize OMG Systems Modeling Language™ (SysML®) specification.

SDRs provide wireless communication components whose transmit and receive characteristics are realized through specialized software running on programmable platforms. The benefit of allowing a single communications platform to be rapidly reconfigured for multiple, highly-diverse communication is to multiplex receive and transmission signals of different encodings on many frequencies (each combination is called a “Waveform” or “Wf”). Wfs allow for Voice, Video and/or Data (V2D) and SDRs to be used in fundamentally new ways for multiple domains (e.g. C4ISR, Internet of Things, Robotics, Space, etc.) to enable communicators, first responders or any stakeholder with a need for dynamic reconfigurable communications between hardware and software components to deliver V2D information. For information on OMG SBC visit www.omg.org/intro/SCAV.pdf.

Supporting several Wfs inside the same device eases bug fixing, enables field re-configurability, allows multiple data transmission standards to be supported simultaneously, and helps improve the security and integrity of communications. Any communication task can be realized instantaneously by uploading/downloading appropriate software that defines the necessary Wfs. This allows rapid reconfiguration and upgrades of Over-The-Air Reprogrammable (OTAR) deployed equipment and use of Smart Antennas.

Value Proposition

- **Modular Capability** provides for known effective system builds amongst SDR systems;
- Provides ready **Building Blocks** to reduce costs and quickly rebuild unique new assets;
- Allows **Reprogrammable Repeatably Products for Changing Requirements and Missions**;
- **Reduces Risks** by ensuring known quality, with valued expertise from a trusted advisor position;
- **Limits Risk Budget** through limiting unknown variances in cost, schedule and performance; and
- **Accelerates** business development with standards-based solutions.

OMG SNC Vision for SDR

The OMG creates standards for middleware that bridge together the components within complex software systems (exemplified by the publication of the UML Profile for Software Radio [SDRP]). The SDRP defines a standard framework for designing SDR elements, including a set of radio-domain-specific extensions to the Unified Modeling Language® (UML®), allowing widely-available, commercial UML modeling tools to be used in the process of designing SDR systems. The SDRP objective, and its referenced specifications, (e.g. Deployment and Configuration of Components and Lightweight Logging Services), is to support Wf interoperability and platform independence.

The specification supports the creation of SDR components, allowing engineers to design libraries of reusable core assets to rapidly specify and construct systems that combine those assets in different configurations.

This SDRP is organized into 5 areas: (continue reading on the other side)
The SNC RFI can be found at: https://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc.cgi?mars/2017-9-29.

The RFI purpose is to:

1. Continue to refactor sections of standards interest from the Software Communications Architecture (SCA), and other related standards, by extending SDRP or develop new specifications.
2. Apply SNC specifications to new domains.
3. Update the SDRP to include technologies of interest and applicability, reusing new specifications e.g. the ones coming out of the OMG HPEC (e.g. Vector, Signal, and Image Processing Library [VSIPL], Graph-based Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (GRAPHBLAS), etc.) group and considering the new SCA adopted changes.
4. Complete the standardization of desired SCA portions e.g. the SCA networking, non-overlapping, and domain independent portions of SCA Security Supplement standard specifications.
5. Take advantage of parametric OMG Systems Modeling Language (SysML) models so that they can enhance current tools, e.g. SCA Frameworks and MathWorks tools, while improving the formalism associated with the SDRP base set of specifications.

Schematic of Proposed Work:
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Next Step

We are happy to discuss how OMG membership will benefit your organization! Please feel free to explore our website at www.omg.org and when you are ready, please contact bd-team@omg.org or call +1-703-231-6335 to get started.

About OMG

The Object Management Group (OMG) is an international, open membership, not-for-profit computer industry standards consortium with representation from government, industry and academia. OMG Task Forces develop enterprise integration standards for a wide range of technologies and an even wider range of industries. OMG modelling standards enable powerful visual design, execution and maintenance of software and other processes. Visit www.omg.org for more information.
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